
SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE 

THE CENTRE SECTION  

�

1) Identify and remove all of the parts on the laser cut sheets: CS1, 
CS2,CS3, R1, R2 (2 off), R2A (2off) and 8 off corner gussets. 

�

3) Continued

�

3) Pin down CS1 and CS2 over the outlines on the plan, check the 
fit at each end using the ribs R2 as a guide.

�

4) Glue in position rib R1 between CS1 and CS2 and over the rear 
spar ensuring that it is upright and that the ends are located in the 
notches.

�

2) Cut a 1.6mm square strip from the stiff sheet for the lower rear 
spar and pin it in position. 

�

3) Continued



�

5) Glue in place part CS3, locating the slot into the slot in Rib R1. 
Ensure that it is upright.

�

8) Referring to the cut away section ‘Z-Z’, cut lengths of the stiff 
1.6mm square strip to make the stiffeners that run along the top of 
CS3 from R2A to R1 and that run along the bottom of CS3 from R2 
to R1. Glue them in place. 

�

7) Glue in parts R2A tilting them so that their faces are parallel with 
R2.

�

9) Glue the corners gussets where shown. Allow the whole 
assembly to dry and then lift it from the board. 

�

6) Glue in position ribs R2, tilting them to meet the angled end face 
of CS3. Allow the glue to set for a while before proceeding. 

�

8) Continued



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE 

THE MAIN WING PANELS  

�

1) Identify and remove one set of parts in the following quantities 

from the laser cut sheets: 1 off each W1-W7, R3-R8 and special 

corner gussets L and T.  

�

3) Continued 

�

3) Pin down the leading edge W1 along with two pieces of stiff 

1.6mm square strip that forms the two lower wing spars, noting that 

the rear spars finish inside the notch of R8, whilst the front spar 

butts up to it.  

�

2) On the left hand wing outline, pin down the two trailing edge 

parts W2 and W3, making a neat and tight glued ‘scarf ’ joint where 

shown.  



�

4) Continued  

�

4) Trial fit the tip piece W4 and the inner and outer ribs R3 and R8. 

Once you are satisfied, glue W4 to the leading and trailing edges 

ensuring neat and strong butt joints.  

�

5) Fit and glue all of the ribs making sure that they are upright and 

properly located in the lower spars, leading and trailing edges.  

�

8) Glue W5 in position, along with special corner gussets L and T.  

�

7) Fit a stiff 1.6mm square strip as the upper spar, noting that it runs 

from the notch of R8 and extends out from R3 as shown on the 

plan.  

�

6) In the two ‘bays’ between R3 to R4 and R4 to R5 t the parts W6 

and W7 on top of the lower spar as shown on the plan.  



�

9) Repeat for the right hand wing panel. Leave both panels to set 

before removing them from the building board. 

�

8) Continued 



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

COMPLETING THE WINGS  

1) Pin the wing centre section back over the profile on 
the plan. Ensure it is nice and flat and that it is 
accurately positioned.  

 

2) Take the left hand wing panel and apply glue to the 
end face of R3 and the mating face of the top spar 
extension and glue to the face of R2 on the centre 
section ensuring it is correctly aligned to both the 
centre section and the profile on the plan.  

Prop up the wing tip 25mm using a match box or 
similar. The two pieces can be clamped together using 
a sprung clothes peg or gentle modeller’s clamp. Just 
make sure that the wood is not crushed as it is 
clamped.  

 

3) Repeat step 2 for the right wing panel. Leave the 
entire assembly to set before removing it from the 
building board.  



 

 

4) Round off the leading edge of the wing assembly 
and taper the trailing edge as shown on the plan. 
Carefully give the entire structure a light sanding to 
smooth the joints, remove lumps and bumps and the 
burnt edges of the laser parts.  



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

THE TAIL PLANE (STABILISER)  

�

1) Identify and remove all of the parts on the laser cut sheets: 1 off 

T1, 2 off T2-T6, 1 off T7 and 2 off corner gussets.

�

4) Pin down the tail plane central spar T1.

�

3) From the light 1.6mm square strip, cut out all of the other ribs 

using the plan to get the right length and set these aside.  

�

2) From the stiff 1.6mm square strip, cut a length for the central rib 

(that runs from T1 to T7) and set it aside.  



�

6) Trial fit parts T4, T5 and T6 each side. Once you are satisfied 

they are a good fit, glue into position. Allow this outline to set.

�

5) Lay out the parts starting at T7 and work round in each direction, 

trial fitting T2 and T3. When you are satisfied, glue all parts in 

position, making sure that you have nice neat butt joints.

8) Leave to set, then remove from the board and give both sides as 

well as the outside edges a light sand. Be careful not to make the 

structure too thin or cause unevenness in the surface by over 

sanding. 

�

7) Once the outline is set, glue all of the ribs in place, adjusting the 

length if necessary. Glue the 2 off corner gussets in position.  



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

THE FIN & RUDDER  

�

1) Identify and remove all of the parts on the laser cut sheets: FR1-
FR9 and 1 off corner gusset.  

  

4) Pin down the fin and rudder central spar FR1.  

�

3) From the light 1.6mm square strip, cut all of the other ribs using 
the plan to get the right length and set these aside.  

�

2) From the stiff 1.6mm square strip, cut a length for the base rib 
(which eventually sits on top of the tail plane) and set it aside.  



  

8) Glue remaining ribs. Leave to set, then remove from the board 
and give both sides as well as the outside edges a light sand. Be 
careful not to make the structure too thin or cause unevenness in 
the surface by over sanding.  

  

7) Lay out parts FR2, FR3, FR4 and FR5. When you are happy they 
are a good fit, glue them together and to FR1 with snug butt joints.  

  

6) Add the stiff base rib. Glue in position along with FR6 and the 
corner gusset.  

  

5) Lay out parts FR7, FR8, FR4 and FR9. When you are happy they 
are a good fit, glue them together and to FR1 with snug butt joints.  



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

THE FUSELAGE  

This is built by building one half over the plan on top of a central keel using half formers which along with 1.6mm square strip ‘stringers’ 
provide the fuselage shape. It is then lifted from the plan before the other half formers and stringers are added to complete it. NB. Some 
parts of the fuselage are added after covering as indicated on the plan.  

To build the left hand fuselage side:  

�
1) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 
laser cut sheets: 1 off each: F4-F13, K2, and K4, plus: 2 off F2 and 
F3, and 1 off K1. Note that part K1 is quite delicate and large so 
carefully cut it from the sheets and handle it with care.

�
4) Glue in position the F2/F3 lamination, making sure that the ‘T’ is 
at the top. You must make sure that it is accurately located and that 
it is perfectly at right angles to the board using your square. Allow it 
to dry before proceeding.

�
3) Carefully pin down part K1 over the profile on the plan, aligning 
it carefully to the profile and the slot positions. Avoid placing pins 
where they will get in the way of other pieces to be added later on. 

�
2) Make two opposite hand(ie one left hand, one right hand) 
laminations from parts F2 and F3, pinning them to the board to 
keep them flat 
and aligned. Ensure that the parts are orientated correctly by 
referring to the ‘T’ markings and that the rectangular cut out in 
each part lines up perfectly. Ensure any excess glue is removed 
from the slots in F3, otherwise the stringers added later may not fit. 
Leave the parts to dry thoroughly and remove from the board 
before proceeding.  



�
6) Continued: Make sure that the front end of K2 is properly 
located in the F2/F3 notch, and check again that F2/F3 has 
remained upright. Use extra pins if required to make sure that 
everything stays flat. Leave the glue to set for a while.

�
6) Continued: Then without hesitation, apply glue to the notches 
and ends of the side keel K2 and fit it carefully to the formers, being 
careful not to crush them.

�
8) Add stringers in the notches from 1.6mm square strip. Use stiff 
strip for the two stringers ‘A’ and ‘B’ (each side of where part K17 will 
fit), the two lower front stringers that run from the nose to F5 and 
the two uppermost stringers that run from the nose to F7.

�
6) Apply a stripe of glue on K1 adjacent to each notch (but not in 
the notch) for the formers F4 to F13 but not F9, then position each 
one of the formers in the notches, with the ‘T’ letter towards the 
top. Make sure that the front end of K2 is properly located in the 
F2/F3 notch, and check again that F2/F3 has remained upright. 
Use extra pins if required to make sure that everything stays flat. 
Leave the glue to set for a while.

�
7) Fit part K4 ensuring its top edge is flush with the edge of K1. 
This forms the seat for the tail plane later.  

�
5) Trial fit the formers F4 to F13 in the relevant notch in the side 
keel K2 referring to the positions of the notches on the plan. These 
should be a snug, but not overly tight fit. Also check their fit in the 
notches of main keel K1. 



To build the right hand fuselage side: 

�
8) Continued: Taper to fit those stringers that meet the stern post 
at the rear of the main keel.

�
11) Allow everything to dry for as long as possible, then remove it 
from the board. Carefully cut out the five temporary crosspieces 
from the main keel.  

�
10) Fit all remaining stringers using the light 1.6mm square strip.

�
9) Fit part F9 by carefully twisting it in place. Ensure it is well glued 
and leave to set for a while. 

�
12) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 
laser cut sheets: 1 off each: F1, F4-F13, K2, and K4, plus the F2/F3 
lamination from step 2. 

�
13) Glue in position the F2/F3 lamination, making sure that the ‘T’ 
is at the top, then add former F1 aligning the square hole. Pin the 
assembly nose down on to the board to ensure all is flat square and 
true. Allow this to dry before proceeding. 



17) Repeat step 14 for the right hand side. Set the fuselage aside and complete the nose block. 

�
15) Remove parts in the following quantities from the laser cut 
sheets: 2 off F14, and 2 off F17.

�
14) Now follow previous steps 5 –10 for this side, checking at each 
stage of adding a stringer that the fuselage is staying straight and 
true.

�
16) Continued: Then trial fit F17 bevelling the edges to meet the 
stringers each side to ensure a snug and flush fit to the outer profile. 
Glue it in position.

�
16) Starting with the left hand side, fit F14 tilting it to match the 
fuselage and former profile.



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

THE NOSE BLOCK 

 

1) Remove parts in the following quantities from the laser cut 

sheets: 1 off each NB1-NB5, and 3 off NP1. 

 

3) Continued: Once dry, trial fit it to the square hole in the fuselage 

nose, adjusting it to have an easy fit. Cyano adhesive can be run 

around the hole and the edges of the part to harden the wood. Do 
not glue this plug to the fuselage. 

 

3) Laminate the parts NP1-NP3, aligning the central hole. Make 

sure that the ‘T’ on each part is in the same orientation and that the 

edges are all flush. Allow this nose plug assembly to dry.

 

2) With the cross markings and the letter ‘T’ on part NB5 facing 
outwards, laminate the parts NB1-NB5, aligning the central hole. 

Also make sure that the ‘T’ on each part is in the same orientation 

and that the profiles are evenly matched. Allow this nose block 

assembly to dry, then set it aside. 



 

5) Glue a plastic nose bush in to the hole in the nose block using 

cyano adhesive. Don’t allow the adhesive to go inside the bush.

 

4) Glue the nose plug to the nose block, ensuring that it lines up 

with the cross markings on NB5 and the holes remain in line. Make 

sure that any glue that squishes out between the parts is removed, 

otherwise it will prevent the parts from sitting together properly. 

Allow the completed nose block to dry. 



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

FINISHING THE FUSELAGE  

 

�
1) Fit the noseblock, BUT DO NOT GLUE IT IN PLACE! Sand 
it to match the fuselage to the profile shown on the plan. NB The 
very front nose block piece (NB1) should be sanded to a round 
profile on the front face to match the spinner disc later on.

�
2) Sand the fuselage all over to remove the burnt edges of the 
parts. Be careful not to over sand and ruin the profile of the 
formers, especially around the cockpit area.  

�
3) Carefully cut out the section of the keel in the cockpit position 
between F7 and F8, then set the fuselage and nose block aside. 



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

WHEELS, UNDERCARRIAGE & SPINNER 

�
1) Using wire cutters and pliers make up the undercarriage legs and 
tail wheel from the wire provided. Make sure that you make two 
legs and that they are opposite hands.  

�
4) Laminate the parts cross-grained as shown on the plan to make 
two wheels ensuring all of the parts stay concentric. Once they are 
set, round off the edges as shown on the plan. If you want to paint 
the wheels, they should be coated with full strength dope and 
sanded to a smooth finish beforehand.

�
3) Sand the internal diameter of the WH1 parts to remove the ‘tags’ 
and burnt edges using a piece of sandpaper wrapped round a pencil 
or similar

�
2) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 
laser cut sheets: 4 off WH1, 4 off WH2, 2 off WH3 and 2 off WH4 
NOTE: PARTS WH4 ARE VERY DELICATE SO TAKE 
EXTRA CARE! Note that the tail wheel part TW1 is positioned 
inside one of the WH1 parts so make sure it is retained for step 9. 



�
8) Follow the instructions on the plan to makeup the two main 
undercarriage leg assemblies. Be very careful to make sure that you 
make a left hand and right hand assembly. If you want to paint the 
leg assemblies they should be sealed and sanded to a smooth finish 
beforehand.

�
7) In parts LG1 and LG2, make a groove into the parts following the 
etched line. This is best achieved using the left over piece of wire 
from the undercarriage legs or failing that an empty ball point pen 
drawn along to simply ‘dent’ the wood. 

�
10) Take part TW1 retained from step 2.

�
6) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 
laser cut sheets: 2 off LG1, 2 off LG2 and 2 off LG3.

�
9) The wheels can then be added to the axles of the legs and 
retained by simply bending up the wire or using the insulations from 
some thin electrical flex held with a blob of glue. NB Make sure that 
the glue does not enter the wheel centre bushing and that the 
wheel can rotate freely. 

�
5) Fit a plastic nose bush to each wheel using cyano adhesive – 
DON”T ALLOW THE ADHESIVE TO GO INSIDE THE 
BUSH.



 

�
11) Continued: Laminate them together as shown on the plan, 
making sure that they are cross grained and that glue does not 
enter the radial slots in part SP2.  

�
11) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 
laser cut sheets: 1 off SP1, and 1 off SP2 and 2 off SP3.

�
12) Continued: Once this has set, cut out the centre part that 
located the boss.

�
10) Continued: Glue it to the centre of the tail wheel wire with 
cyano. Allow it to dry then sand the wood flush to the wire. 

�
12) Once set, locate the plastic propeller to the slots formed by the 
two parts SP3 and centralise the radiused boss to the hole in part 
SP2. Once you are happy with the fit, glue the propeller in place 
with cyano, once again ensuring that glue does not go into the 
radial slots or into the hole that locates the radiused boss.



SPITFIRE - MAIN PARTS AND FRAMES BUILDING SCHEDULE  

RADIATOR, OIL COOLER, EXHAUSTS & AIR INLET  

�
1) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 

laser cut sheets: 4 off EX, 1 off A1, 2 off A2, 2 off A3, 2 off A4 1 off 

RD1, 2 off RD2, 2 off RD3 plus 1 off each OC1, OC2 and OC3. 

Make up these parts as shown on the plan. If you want to paint 

these, they should sealed and sanded to a smooth finish 

beforehand.

�
Oil Cooler - Laminate parts OC1, OC2, and OC3 to make oil 

cooler.

�
Exhausts - Round off corners by sanding to make pipes.

�
Air Inlet - Laminate parts A1, A2 and A3 in the order shown on the 

plan to make air inlet.

�
Exhausts - Laminate 2 exhaust parts EX to make each set of 

exhaust pipes.

�
Oil Cooler - Once dry, sand to profile shown on plan.



FILLET PIECES 

�
Radiator - Laminate parts RD3 and RD2 together to make one left 

hand and one right hand side.

�
Air Inlet - Round of corners by sanding. You will need to sand the 

mating surface to match the belly fillet when fitting to the model 

later.

�
Radiator - Once set, sand to profile shown on the plan and bevel 

edges of RD1 to match the side profile.

�
Radiator - Carefully glue part RD1 between two sides, bending and 

pinning it to the profile.

�
1) Identify and remove parts in the following quantities from the 

laser cut sheets: 2 off F15 and 2 off F16.

�
1) Continued: Make a left hand and a right hand fillet. These are 

sanded to fit on final assembly of the model.



�
1) Continued: These are sanded to fit on final assembly of the 

model.

�
This should only leave parts: 2 off WF and K3 on the laser cut 

sheets. Remove these carefully and set them aside along with the 

laminations from step 1 until final assembly. 



SPITFIRE - COVERING  

THE FIN, RUDDER & TAIL PLANE 

�
1) For the covering you will need a glue stick, PVA, fine brush, 
scissors, an old perfume bottle or fine mist sprayer and a sharp 
knife. It is also worthwhile to get a sponge and a dry cloth so that 
you can keep your fingers clean and dry as you work. Thin the PVA 
by around 50% with water (err on the strong side if unsure) in an old 
jar lid or similar. 

�
3) Continued: Lightly apply the glue stick only to the outside edges 
of the part. Keep the covering smooth and avoid it gathering in 
blobs on the surface and in corners. 

�
3) Starting with the fin and rudder, cut out two pieces of tissue that 
are about 10mm bigger than the outline of the part.

�
2) Cut out some spacers (about a dozen or so) about 20mm long 
and 5mm wide from the edges of the left over sheet, and apply one 
layer of sticky tape to one surface. These spacers are used when 
shrinking the tissue – the sticky tape simply prevents the spacers 
sticking to the parts



�
6) Repeat for the other side, once again overlapping the tissue at 
the edges. Let the glue dry for a few hours or preferably overnight.

�
5) Working in stretches of a couple of inches at a time, apply the 
thinned PVA to the tissue edge that is sticking out and carefully roll 
the tissue up so that it sticks to the edge of the part. Rub all round 
the edge with a dampened finger to ensure that the edge is fully 
stuck down and nice and smooth. Do not get the PVA on the tissue 
any other place other than the edges or the tissue will not shrink 
properly later.

�
4) Once the glue has set a little, cut the tissue carefully leaving an 
edge about 1mm wider than the part all the way around, apart from 
where it fits to the fuselage and tail plane. Here you should cut it 
flush to the structure.

�
3) Continued: With the tissue flat on the work surface, put the 
glued side down onto it. Turn the tissue covered side towards you 
and gently tug and tease the tissue until there are no wrinkles and 
the tissue is nice and smooth. You do not have to make the tissue 
tight, the water shrinking will do that later. Give the glue stick a few 
minutes to do its job. 



 

.  

�

�
8) The method for the tail plane is the same. 

�
7) Spray the part with a fine mist of water on both sides, then use 
the spacers that you ‘sticky taped’ to hold the edge of the part off 
the board. Use pins set at an angle to hold it at until it dries. 
Holding the part down in this way helps prevent warps. Note the 
tissue is very delicate when it is wet, so handle the part at the edges 
and with care so that you don’t damage it. 

�





SPITFIRE - COVERING 

THE WINGS  

�
1) Cover the underside of the wings with three pieces of tissue, one 
for each wing and one for the centre section, overlapping the joints 
at the R2/R3 position. Cover each wing panel first and the centre 
section last. As with the fin/rudder and tail plane use a glue stick to 
attach the tissue at the outlines only, then seal the edges and joints 
with 50/50 thinned PVA to ensure that it is well attached. At tissue 
to tissue joints brush the thinned PVA through the top layer of 
tissue, and gently rub the joint with a damp finger to ensure a good 
joint 

�
2) Continued

�
2) Continued

�
2) Continued

�
2) Cover the top of the of the wings in a similar manner, but with 5 
pieces of tissue. This time the wing panels themselves are covered 
with two pieces, one that runs from the R2/R3 position to R8, then 
from R8 to the wing tip. 

�
2) Continued



�
3) Allow the glue to go off for a few hours or preferably overnight 
and then shrink each panel (top and bottom) one at a time doing 
the wing panels first, then the centre section. Pin or weigh down the 
outline of each panel with spacers underneath as you did for the fin, 
rudder and tail plane. Note that you should add ‘washout’ (twist) to 
the wings at this point by putting a 1mm spacer (approximately the 
thickness of a credit card) under the trailing edge of the wing at the 
R8 position.

�
3) Continued

�
3) Continued



SPITFIRE - COVERING  

THE FUSELAGE  

Cover the fuselage in longitudinal strips running from F6 to the stern post at the rear. Gluing them in place to the stringers with a glue stick, 

then using PVA through the overlapped joints. The following is a suggested order for the strips on each side: 

�
1 a) The stringer that forms the lower edge of the cockpit (Stringer 

‘A’) to the stringer above the wing position

�
1 a other side) The stringer that forms the lower edge of the cockpit 

(Stringer ‘A’) to the stringer above the wing position

�
1 c) From F9 back, the stringer that forms the lower edge of the 

cockpit, to the next but one stringer up.

�
1 b) The stringer above the wing position, to the next but one 

stringer down (from F8 back), cutting across to the central keel past 

F12.



Once both sides are complete, there should be two areas top and bottom that are not covered. Do these as follows: 

�
1 c other side) From F9 back, the stringer that forms the lower edge 

of the cockpit, to the next but one stringer up.

�
1 b other side) The stringer above the wing position, to the next but 

one stringer down (from F8 back), cutting across to the central keel 

past F12.

�
2 a) The top area in one piece, that goes from side to side, from F9 

to F13. 

�
2b) The bottom area in one piece from side to side that runs from 

F8 to F12.  



�
7) On the rear edges of the parts only, fold the tissue back on itself 

and glue to the rear of the pattern thus hiding the white edge of the 

paper, to ease the tissue around the curves ‘knick’ the edges of the 

tissue so that it folds round easily and smoothly.

�
3) Allow the glue to go off for a few hours or preferably overnight, 

then shrink the tissue. You need not constrain the fuselage in any 

way, the tissue shrinkage should be equal on both sides and no 

warps should occur. 

�
6) Once the glue has dried, cut the patterns from the tissue sheet, 

leaving extra all the way round as indicated by the dotted lines on 

the plan.  

 

2 c) Cover top section in front of cockpit between F6 and F7 in one 

piece from Stringer “A” on one side to Stringer “A” on the other. 

�
5) Take 1 set of paper patterns W, X and Y, and using a glue stick 

glue them to an area of tissue leaving a gap between them, 

especially at the front edge of pattern W, where you need to leave 

around 10mm.

�
4) Trace (or download and print from our website) 2 off of each of 

the paper parts W, X and Y, onto standard printer paper (80gsm) 

following the solid lines.



�
9) Continued

�
9) Continued

�
9) Fit the parts to the fuselage using a glues tick working from 

pattern Y forward overlapping them. They fit from F6 forwards and 

the stringer one down from the top keel, right round to the bottom 

keel. Use the tissue overlap at the bottom keel to make a good 

almost invisible joint.

�
9) Continued

�
8) Repeat with the second set of paper patterns W, X and Y, but 

glue them to the tissue the other face down to make opposite hand 

parts.  

�
9) Continued



 

 

�
9) Continued

 

11) Dampen the long tissue overlaps on the front edge of patterns 

W and Z and then use thinned PVA to smooth and glue them over 

the nose. 

�
10) Continued: Fit over the gap at the top of the nose from side to 

side completing it. Use the tissue overlap to make a nice neat joint.

�
10) Trace 1 off of paper pattern Z and cover in tissue, folding back 

the rear edge only as before.





SPITFIRE - FINAL ASSEMBLY  

1) If you want to draw on the control surfaces, do so now using a fine marker or strips of black paper referring to the chain-dashed lines on 

the plan.  

2) If you want to cover or paint bare wood parts such as the wheels, radiator, etc. do so now. This is much easier when the parts are not fitted 

to the model.  

3) Cut out and cover the remaining paper patterns in the same manner as those in the earlier steps, leaving extra tissue in the areas indicated 

and ensuring that you make one left hand and one right hand of paper pattern U.  

�
4) Fit the cockpit canopy by trimming the flash (excess plastic 

around the canopy) and back end off very carefully from the 

moulding provided (curved nail scissors are handy here).

�
5) Continued: Now fit the spinner. The spinner should be trimmed 

so that it measures approx. 23mm from tip to rim. Cut two slots into 

the spinner to house the prop blades. The angled slots should finish 

approx 10mm from the spinner tip. Carefully tack the spinner in 

place with cyano, making sure that it does not wobble. Do not get 
glue on the shaft or in the bush.

�
5) Assemble the propeller to the nose block using the wire prop 

hook as shown on the plan, making the shaft as short as possible.

�
4) Continued: The canopy can be secured with tiny drops of cyano, 

but do not use too much or the fumes will ‘fog’ the plastic. Add the 

canopy framing if you wish, made from thin strips of tissue glued 

onto printer paper. A glue stick can be used to secure these strips. 

Any smudges or finger prints can be removed with a wet cotton 

bud (Q tip).



�
6) Glue the wings in position, applying glue to all of the contact 

surfaces and ensuring that the wing locates properly and that they 

look square and true to the fuselage..  

�
5) Continued:  Once set you can paint the propeller and spinner.

�
6) Continued:

�
5) Continued:

�
6) Continued: Allow to set then glue in place part K3 and the paper 

pattern V, which should be tissue covered – use the tissue overlap 

to make a smooth joint

�
5) Continued: When you are satisfied, use quick setting epoxy to 

secure the spinner to the propeller blades with a neat glue fillet.  



�
9) Fit the wheels to the axles if not already done. Note that the 

‘spoked’ side of the wheels fit away from the wheel covers. Fix the 

wheels as outlined on the plan. 

�
7) Glue the tail plane in position making sure it is square and true, 

and in line with the wings. 

�
8) Continued: Glue them in position between the tail plane and fin.

�
8) Continued: Then carefully sand the fillet pieces to fit tapering 

them to the rear

�
10) Unless you are going to fly your model ‘wheels up’, carefully slit 

the tissue between R2 and R2A. 

�
8) Glue the fin and rudder in place, ensuring it is properly located 

on the tail plane and at right angles to it.



�
13) Continued: These parts are tricky to fit and you should take 

your time trying them, then adjusting the position or the curve and 

then trying them again until you are satisfied.

�
10) Continued:

�
13) Fit one paper pattern U each side, curving them to fit along the 

wing, fuselage and WF, overlapping the tissue for a neat joint. 

�
10) Continued: Fit the undercarriage legs with quick setting epoxy, 

angling them correctly and noting that the wheel well covers are on 

the inside. 

�
12) Bevel the edges of parts WF left over from the laser sheets, so 

that they fit against the wing trailing edge and up to the bottom 

stringer and glue them in position.  

�
11) Noting the correct location of the tail wheel, make a pin hole in 

the tissue and glue in the tail wheel wire using epoxy.  



�
15) Continued:

�
16) Markings are provided on lightweight paper; they should be cut 

out, and glued in position with a glue stick using the colour scheme 

diagram (Y) included at the back of the instruction booklet.

�
15) Fit the radiator, oil cooler, air inlet and exhausts, referring to 

their positions on the plan. 

�
15) Continued:

�
14) Cover the exposed side of parts WF, overlapping the tissue. 

�
15) Continued:



 
17) Markings are provided on lightweight paper; they should be cut out, and glued in position with a glue stick using the colour scheme 

diagram (Y) included at the back of the instruction booklet.  

Fit the motor peg made from the cocktail stick/toothpick provided, cutting it to length and leaving about 5mm sticking out each side.  
Dip the scrap ends of the cocktail stick in cyano and roll glue around the peg hole to harden it. Try the motor peg in the holes for a good 

‘squeaky’ fit each time you add more cyano. 
BE CAREFUL! – Wait for the cyano to dry at each stage before trial fitting the motor peg to avoid it being permanently bonded! 

�
16) Continued:

�
16) Continued:

�
16) Continued:

�
16) Continued:

�
16) Continued:

�
16) Continued:


